[Functional characterization of naturally occurring CFTR mutants: interest for cystic fibrosis].
Cystic fibrosis is caused by mutations in the CFTR gene (Cystic Fibrosis Transmembrane conductance Regulator) encodes a protein mainly functioning as a chloride channel that regulates chloride and sodium transport in secretory epithelial cells. The past several years with advances in DNA analysis have seen an increased knowledge of the mutational spectrum for cystic fibrosis. The functional characterization of some naturally occurring CFTR mutants led to classification of mutations according to the mechanisms by which they disrupt CFTR function. This article reports the strategies that are currently available to evaluate the deleterious consequences of naturally occurring CFTR mutants. A number of in silico tools and molecular approaches are presented. The accurate knowledge of CFTR mutations causing or non-causing disease present obvious interest in both clinical diagnosis and research fields. A better understanding of the molecular defects associated with various CFTR mutations will provide a basis for development of novel pharmacologic compounds intended to correct transcriptional abnormalities or improve protein processing/trafficking. This is illustrated by the functional characterization of the first sequence variation identified in the CFTR minimal promoter, which allowed to address in original way the important and poorly understood regulation of expression of the CFTR gene.